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There have been several proposals to the effect that special service decisions could be based, at least in part, on the construct of response to intervention and not necessarily on traditional child measures. Single-case designs that focus on intervention response and intensity are reviewed as a potential evaluation framework for interdisciplinary teams to help answer special services resource questions. Increasing-intensity designs are based on sequential intervention trials ordered on a continuum that builds in intensity. Decreasing-intensity designs start with more comprehensive or multicomponent interventions and intervention facets that are systematically withdrawn so that interventions become more natural and ecologically sustainable. The advantages and challenges associated with these designs for use in special education eligibility decisions are discussed as models for child evaluation in schools.

The traditional use of one-point-in-time assessments of child characteristics to make decisions about special education services has been the source of a long-standing controversy (Reschly & Ysseldyke, 2002). Measures used for these decisions have included intelligence and achievement tests, adaptive behavior scales, and alternative measures of these and associated constructs, which number in the thousands. However, traditional decision processes have failed to focus on problem solution within the ecology of presenting problems in favor of perceived within-child deficits. Alternatively, response to intervention has evolved in status to be part of the criteria suggested by the President’s Commission on Excellence in Special Education (U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services [OSERS], 2002) for determining services for students with specific learning disabilities (SLD) or other high-incidence disabilities. Response to intervention builds on concepts found in the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) as well as the No Child Left Behind Act, which, among many science-based program components, requires that students undergo effective instruction and progress monitoring before entering special education, to provide a starting place for educational accountability. Several proposals for operationalizing response to intervention have been made (Fuchs & Fuchs, 1998; Speece & Case, 2001; Vellutino et al., 1996). The field can expect more efforts like these and, for a time at least, different models to be tested (e.g., Pennypacker & Hench, 1998). Therefore, it is premature to advocate any single model. Although the issues are complex and multifaceted, a key aspect of the development of any response-to-intervention model is the need for high-quality evaluation designs for decision making. The core features of single-case design may prove especially useful for evaluating interventions along a continuum of intensity that underlies response to intervention.

The purpose of this review was to examine single-case designs, within the context of classroom and curricular activities, as decision aids for special service questions. As mandated by IDEA, team judgments about service needs are the final arbiters, but aspects of single-case designs can help organize the construct of response to intervention by creating data sets that help guide decisions about children’s services. To accomplish this purpose, we outline how evaluation designs may be incorporated into response to intervention (RTI) models. The primary advantages of these designs are that school-based teams can use scientifically supported methods for making special education decisions, potentially addressing the failures of traditional decision making and the concerns of the President’s Commission on Excellence in Special Education. To this end, we describe the requirements of a response-to-intervention model linked to single-case designs to further develop valid decision-making frameworks.

The Need to Change Decision-Making Practices  

Traditional special education decision making is plagued by a number of serious problems, including the static nature of assessment that guides classification decisions, the lack of demonstrated technical adequacy (reliability and validity of
decisions) for both single and combined measures in making classification decisions, and the failure of the process to lead to defensible and useful categories (Barnett, Lentz, & Maccormann, 2000). The milestone decisions in special education (classification, Individualized Education Program [IEP] development, progress monitoring, reevaluation, reintegration) are not typically made using a common, valid data set connected across decisions (e.g., Hardman, McDonnell, & Welch, 1997; OSERS, 2002). Although these are all compelling reasons to reconsider how classification decisions are made, the most important issue is the failure of traditional methods to be directly linked to effective, ongoing intervention planning and, thus, to positive outcomes for children (Gresham & Witt, 1997). This failure to produce functional outcomes is the most serious indictment of a process of classification decision making that should be judged ultimately by how well it leads to improved academic and social trajectories for at-risk students and students with disabilities.

The report of the President’s Commission on Excellence in Special Education (OSERS, 2002) provided extensive support for the above conclusions and made important recommendations for change. First, the report recommended the abandonment of the traditional classification process in favor of a decision-making process based on response to instruction for SLD (see also Schalock & Fuchs, 1998, and Gresham, 2001). The literature suggests that this idea holds general promise for disability-related decisions (e.g., Barnett, Bell, et al., 1999; Gresham, 1991). Second, using scientifically validated, continuous progress monitoring (Fuchs & Fuchs, 1986) is strongly encouraged for making instructional decisions that lead to effective special services. Third, new models should not be based on “waiting for children to fail” before organized interventions are attempted (O’Shaughnessy, Lane, Gresham, & Beebe-Frankenberger, 2003). Finally, the President’s Commission recommended the adoption of dynamic progress-monitoring methods for making decisions about continuing services (reevaluations).

The critical elements for implementation of these recommendations have been well established by supportive empirical research across several decades (as follows). What is needed is for key elements to be combined into a comprehensive decision-making model within an appropriate evaluation framework. An evaluation framework is justified, based on its ability to accurately document real changes on meaningful academic and social outcomes.

The Contexts of Response to Intervention

Models based on response to intervention use the quality of student responses to research-based interventions as the basis for decisions about needed services. Any model guiding decisions should be comprehensive and meet all legal requirements, provide a standard process for making sequential decisions about student needs, emphasize the importance of using scientifically based interventions, and have judgments about validity focused on significant student outcomes occurring within the legal framework. Our premise is that a successful model for making special education decisions should be based on structured, data-based problem solving and flexible service delivery (Lentz, Allen, & Erhardt, 1996; Tilly, Reschly, & Grimes, 1999); monitor student progress on socially valid outcome measures (Wolf, 1978); and focus on what happens to students in natural classroom contexts.

Assessment within natural contexts may be accomplished through the use of direct assessment of student skills, problem behaviors, and functional contextual variables, to improve decisions made about intervention targets and related necessary environmental changes (Gresham, Watson, & Skinner, 2001; Lentz & Shapiro, 1986; McComas & Mace, 2000; O’Neill et al., 1997). The result of a useful assessment and analysis, in practice, leads to a plan to help close or ameliorate discrepancies between student performance and classroom expectancies; support for implementation of the intervention; and, the topic of this article, a design to organize and graph the data in order to inform intervention decisions.

Given this context, the evaluation methods we describe, increasing/decreasing-intensity single-case designs, use the concept of intervention intensity as the primary guiding factor for creation of a unified system covering a broad range of special education decisions, all judged by their impact on progress toward valued student outcomes. A common and continuous data set may be used across the team-based milestone decisions about special services, from structured intervention trials aimed at understanding problems before classification to decisions related to reintegrating students into general education.

RTI as a Legacy and “Rule” for Special Education Decisions

Using a student’s response to intervention as the basis for making special education decisions is not a new practice. Early models (e.g., Deno & Gross, 1973) defined many critical elements of a response-to-intervention model:

1. criteria for ensuring that students had critical deficits in basic skills for which special services were required and defined by the degree to which they were behind expected performance on socially important repeated measures (CBM probes, direct observations of behaviors) organized by time series (single case) designs,

2. goals for intervention efforts that would represent significant progress toward typical classroom expectancies, and
3. the need for special education based on the failure of a student to profit from structured preclassification efforts aimed at significantly reducing the deficit and demonstrating a trajectory toward a successful outcome.

These strategic elements provide a common thread across models that have been appearing in the literature (Fuchs & Fuchs, 1998; Speece & Case, 2001; Vellutino et al., 1996). They involve providing meaningful services prior to special education, employing systematic decision making, and demonstrating that special education would be necessary for further progress. However, several features require elaboration. A response-to-intervention model necessitates using decision-making methods that use graduated increases or decreases in intensity to demonstrate the initial and ongoing need for special services. Intervention intensity can be defined in various ways and will continue to evolve as a construct. Fundamentally, however, intervention intensity reflects qualities of time, effort, or resources that make intervention support in typical environments difficult as intensity increases, establishing a clear role for specialized services. Rather than leading to an intensity “cut score” used for classification, we view response to intervention as a data set based on individualized and careful analysis of student performance and needs for team decision making as required by IDEA.

The IEP development and monitoring process requires ongoing documentation of the intensity of services needed to sustain progress toward valid annual goals. Eventual reintegration from special to general education involves decreasing the intensity of an intervention and providing subsequent documentation to ensure that progress after special education could be sustained by general education teachers with less intense efforts. What we review are methods for systematically verifying that less intense interventions would be successful.

We examine basic design elements that can be used to create defensible data sets for eligibility decisions by careful examination of intervention sequence, response to intervention, intensity, and outcome—key themes underlying resource allocations (Fuchs & Fuchs, 1998; Gresham, 1991). Teams will have to decide where to begin the assessment and intervention process, but the design logic can start with school- and class-wide interventions (Horner & Sugai, 2000; O’Shaughnessy et al., 2003; Tilly et al., 1999) and move to more intensified interventions as needed, suggested by IDEA, the No Child Left Behind Act, and the President’s Commission on Excellence in Special Education (OSERS, 2002).

RTI Data Sets for Special Services Decisions

The Construct of Intervention Intensity

The nomological net of the construct of intervention intensity is a broad one (Gresham, 1989, 1991; LeLaurin & Wolery, 1992; Noell & Gresham, 1993; Sechrest, West, Phillips, Redner, & Yeaton, 1979; Yeaton & Sechrest, 1981), and variables used to measure intensity for any particular case should be determined idiographically (Lenz et al., 1996). Related terms appear in the literature, and like other educational and psychological concepts, construct-method links will require further development and scrutiny (i.e., selecting and measuring intensity variables). Intervention strength is probabilistically defined by the likelihood that an intervention will change a problem situation (Gresham, 1991; Yeaton & Sechrest, 1981). Resistance to intervention (also referred to as response strength) is defined as “the lack of change in target behaviors as a function of intervention” (Gresham, 1991, p. 25); that is, a child does not respond positively to intervention plans. A lack of change requires greater intervention strength derived from re-planning targeted variables, interventions, and appropriate support for children and teachers (Lenz et al., 1996).

Selecting and Measuring Intensity Variables in Context

Two classes of variables must be measured as part of an assessment that provides information about a child’s response to interventions. First, there must be socially valid child outcome variables that can be measured repeatedly across time. Second, the variables selected must allow for quantification of the intensity of any intervention. Intervention intensity is related to, but different from, the typical measurement of treatment integrity.

Child Outcome Variables. Direct assessment methods, such as curriculum-based measurement (Fuchs & Fuchs, 1986; Shinn & Bamonto, 1998) for academic problems and classroom observation (Shapiro & Kratochwill, 2000), are widely used to measure important target behaviors during instructional and other interventions and have often been proposed as basic methods for examining readiness for general education. Other, indirect measures, such as child- and setting-specific behavioral ratings, have been used as repeated measures when direct measures are impractical (e.g., Barnett et al., 2000). Ideally, school-based teams would plan interventions for teaching new skills or reducing disruptive behaviors based on results from functional and direct assessment methods. Practical questions for assessment of response to intervention include whether acquisition of target skills (academic or social) occurs more rapidly under one set of intervention conditions or another, or whether behavioral fluency (e.g., oral-reading fluency) increases differentially. Behavioral reduction questions (e.g., the elimination of dangerous or disruptive behaviors) can be assessed directly, but they should also be recast as questions of acquisition of alternative or replacement behaviors during evaluation. From these measures and a review of the literature, the following classes of suitable child responses for this process have been suggested (Barnett, Bell, et al., 1999; Bell & Barnett, 1999): active student engagement...
Intensity Defined by Intervention Implementation Qualities. Logistical characteristics of interventions that change as interventions change, and that represent hierarchies of discrepancies from typical classroom routines, intervention difficulty, necessary intervention resources, or other indices of intensity, have been proposed (Barnett, Bell, et al., 1999; Bell & Barnett, 1999; Noell & Gresham, 1993). Table 1 provides a conceptual framework for these variables. For any student, intensity would relate to changes (e.g., from less to more resources or time) for a relevant set of these variables, with no assumption that all need to be directly measured.

Although the details of the contextual measurement of intensity are dependent on many idiosyncratic variables, the most basic requirements are that

1. a task analysis of the intervention plan is conducted,
2. the events and behaviors that comprise the intervention are defined,
3. appropriate logistical indicators of intensity are selected and a plan to measure or estimate them is developed, and
4. the scheduling and extent of the actual episodes involving participation of the child and change agents are planned and checked to estimate intervention intensity (e.g., Ehrhardt, Barnett, Lentz, Stollar, & Reifin, 1996; Gresham, 1989; LeLaurin & Wolery, 1992).

In regards to intensity, conclusions will be made about the degree to which interventions differ from typical routines in terms of resources, time, involvement of professionals other than the classroom teacher, and other factors.

There are at least two intervention scheduling tactics that may need to be described and measured to estimate the construct of intensity:

1. Intervention teams might need to specify and then verify the intervention schedule by occasions per day and their length, including recording the times per day that an intervention embedded in classroom routines was carried out; indicating the duration in minutes of an intervention, such as working in small, remedial groups or initiating teacher-directed repeated readings; documenting the duration in minutes that a teacher monitored a child; and noting that a supportive intervention was in place, with key steps followed (e.g., an activity schedule or peer buddy system).

2. If the intervention was contingency-driven, it could be reported as a percentage of occasions that the intervention was used as planned (e.g., if the child’s behavior met the definition of appropriate behavior, positive teacher attention was given). Although estimates of variables will be less than perfect, the basic units of analysis are (a) the clear specification of the plan in operational terms, (b) the scheduling of the frequency and duration of the intervention plan or contingencies for plan use, (c) the measurement of intervention contacts between change agent and child or environmental changes, and (d) the assessment of the infrastructure of an intervention (e.g., planning, consultation, professional involvement).

In summary, many variables may be used to measure intervention intensity. We narrow the variables considerably by emphasizing the scheduling of the intervention and contacts with change agents as the primary factors. However, we also leave the question open because teams may need to add other key variables to provide estimates of intensity. The defining characteristics of such variables are that they are measurable and signify intervention effort.

Hierarchies of Intensity

An intervention hierarchy describes a series of interventions or components that are unified by response class (e.g., low rates of academic responding, disruptive social behaviors) and ordered in a planned sequence to resolve a problem situation. The interventions in a hierarchy may differ due to children’s responses to progressive intervention steps (e.g., Harding, Wacker, Cooper, Millard, & Jensen-Kovalan, 1994; Haring & Eaton, 1978).

Practical considerations, as well as ecological and behavioral principles, guide the hierarchical ordering of treatments. For example, Harding et al. (1994) attempted to identify the easiest and least intrusive intervention procedure that led to the largest incremental improvement in appropriate behavior so that they could teach parents how to do the interventions at home. Daly and colleagues have been evaluating hierarchical instructional trials (e.g., Daly, Lentz, & Boyer, 1996; Daly, Martens, Hamler, Dool & Eckert, 1999). Within this research, an example of an increasing-intensity design involves sequencing interventions for oral-reading fluency problems based in part on how much adult supervision would be necessary to carry out the intervention. Procedures requiring less supervision or fewer modifications to the curriculum are tried early in the sequence.

Instructional and Intervention Trials

The idea of instructional and intervention trials includes two tactics: the logic of adding or subtracting intervention compo-
TABLE 1. Logical Characteristics of Interventions Related to Intensity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Potential intensity variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Intervention management and planning (measured by time teacher spent outside of typical routines) | Adults’ monitoring of activities  
Teacher prompting  
Communication with stakeholders (e.g., parents)  
Progress-monitoring activities (e.g., assessment, graphing)  
Consultation and meetings between professionals |
| 2. Activities embedded in typical classroom routines (measured by time spent beyond typical routines) | Modification of typical routines  
Modification of tasks or assessments  
Increased levels of assistance to students during class work  
Increased one-to-one interaction (e.g., additional practice within activities, different feedback system)  
Provision of contingencies (social or otherwise) for expected behaviors |
| 3. Intervention episodes (outside of typical routines, measured by time/beyond typical routines) | Tutoring  
Social skill groups  
Counseling  
Additional remedial instruction (group or individual)  
Completely new instructional formats  
Provision of contingencies related to these efforts |
| 4. Materials and other tangible resources (measured by cost or time to develop) | Additional practice materials  
Published remedial or new curricular packages |
| 5. Change agents (nonprofessional vs. professional qualifications)         | Peers  
Adult volunteers  
Paraprofessionals  
Certificated educators |

Response-to-Intervention Concepts

Working Together

To illustrate this point, a response-to-intervention “eligibility” data set would be based on both (a) a discrepancy between the educational performance in significant curriculum content (or other educational or social outcomes) of the referred child and that of typical children and (b) a desired change in performance that is not responsive to well planned and carried out interventions that are naturally sustainable within the educational service unit. We add to this the notion that hierarchically arranged or sequenced interventions may be used to derive refined intervention plans to aid eligibility decisions. Within this conceptualization, at least three patterns or combinations of patterns derived from direct measurement of “intensity of the need for special support” are used for making decisions (Hardman et al., 1997):

1. An intervention may be successful but require extraordinary effort, time, or resources to be sustained.
2. An intervention may need to be in place extensively or throughout the school day for a child’s appropriate inclusion.
3. Interventions that can be carried out by a teacher may be unsuccessful, requiring replanning and special resources to be added to a situation. (p. 64)

The performance discrepancy and actual intervention data can be used to clarify the interventions and the special education services or supports needed to meet the needs of the child in the present environment, or to establish needed environmental modifications to do so. The team decision for special services eligibility occurs at this point—based not on a pattern of test scores but on a data set that shows a pattern of empir-
ically derived service-delivery needs based on response to intervention. Within a general approach of instructional and intervention trials sequenced by intensity are different single-case design strategies that form the bases of our discussion.

Single-Case Designs Applied to Service-Delivery Questions

Single-case designs evolved because of the need to understand patterns of individual behavior in response to independent variables and, more practically, to examine intervention effectiveness. Design use can be flexible, described as a process of response-guided experimentation (Edgington, 1983), providing a mechanism for documenting attempts to live up to accountability, service delivery, and professional practice goals (Barnett, Air, et al., 1999; Barnett, Daly, et al., 1999; Kralochwill, Elliott, & Busse, 1995). However, a limitation with traditional design use in the context of educational programming is that the question of which intervention is the most effective and least intrusive may not be addressed. Interventions are based on a careful analysis of environment and response function and, pertinent to our discussion, often need to be “fine-tuned” (McComas & Mace, 2000). Many studies involve comparisons of intervention conditions, but these comparisons do not necessarily suggest that intervention plans should be refined to meet optimal levels of intensity.

Organizing Designs by Increasing and Decreasing Intensity

Combinations and sequences of interventions are common in school practice (Ervin et al., 2001), and many designs can be used to compare intervention conditions by intensity. Parametric designs provide a basic way to establish behavioral response to intensity variables (ordering different values of the independent variable; Sidman, 1960). Multi-element (or alternating treatments) designs are widely used to rapidly try out various interventions that could be organized by different intensities and may be combined with other designs to examine intensity (e.g., a parametric design; Northup & Gully, 2001). Van Houten and Hall (2001) suggested an intensified treatment design, which looks like an A-B-B' design (or parametric design), with B' being a modification of B that calls for, for example, increasing the rate of teacher praise. Sainato, Strain, and Lyon (1987) used a changing-criterion design applied to rates of teacher instructional requests as a measure of intensity. Generally, component analysis describes studying the separate and combined effects of environmental variables that may be isolated, to reach the goal of identifying the minimal “package” or component necessary to obtain desired intervention effects (Vollmer & Van Camp, 1998).

Traditional notations may be used for describing designs of increasing and decreasing intensity. The baseline is Phase A; different intervention phases are labeled B, C, and so on. Combined treatments within an intervention phase are noted by discrete components (e.g., BC may stand for reinforcement plus feedback). The use of a prime (B' or B'') indicates that slight changes in intervention variables were made. Thus, an increasing-intensity design could be depicted as A-B-C, A-B-B'-B'', or A-B-BC, showing the progression of intervention changes by making modifications (B') or by adding components (C) consistent with an underlying hierarchy or continuum of intensity. For decreasing-intensity designs, a condition of relatively high intensity (BC) could be followed by a less intense condition (B); this design can also be demonstrated by a sequence such as B'' followed by B'. Similar notations can be used for accountability designs (e.g., A-B-C design) which lack control conditions (i.e., withdrawal and replication) but may still be used to evaluate plans in line with our review (Barlow et al., 1984). Given the many ways that intervention data may be organized, we emphasize two basic single-case design tactics that can help create data sets for special service-delivery decisions.

Increasing-Intensity Designs

Increasing-intensity designs evaluate the least amount of intervention necessary to accomplish objectives, by making step-by-step decisions as interventions are attempted, with more intensive interventions used as necessary. The logic of increasing-intensity designs was illustrated by Sheridan, Kratochwill, and
Elliott (1990). During an initial treatment phase, parents and/or teachers assisted four socially withdrawn children in developing, practicing, and recording a specific goal for initiating a peer contact. During the second treatment phase, these procedures were extended to all opportunities for peer initiations throughout the day, which were monitored by the child in a daily journal. Results indicated that the frequency of social initiations approached or exceeded that of matched peers only after the second phase was introduced.

A component analysis that exemplifies an increasing-intensity design was provided by Rhymer, Dittmer, Skinner, and Jackson (2000). The math performance of four students showed only slight increases after implementation of a brief, fluency-building intervention. Substantial improvements over baseline conditions, however, were observed for three students when performance feedback was added to the fluency-building intervention.

McConnell et al. (2002) provided an example of a hierarchical increasing-intensity design. During an initial treatment, materials and structured activities produced moderate increases in the expressive language of four children with language delays. For two children, substantial increases were observed when structured activities were replaced by parent coaching that incorporated strategies for facilitating expressive language. All three of these studies demonstrate how the intensity of treatments may be increased by extending, adding, or altering procedures until intervention goals are met.

**Decreasing-Intensity Designs**

Concerns can be high- or multi-risk (National Information Center for Children and Youth with Disabilities, 1999), extreme in the challenges that children present and the range of teachers’ capacities to help with those challenges. Children may face harsh consequences of school failure or highly disruptive social behaviors, or a classroom may have more than one child with unusually challenging behaviors. Children receiving special services, often representing a multifaceted intervention, need to be reintegrated into more typical environments. Thus, decreasing-intensity designs begin with a multicomponent intervention or comprehensive package that has been shown to be effective and is predicted to meet children’s immediate objectives for change. Experimental control is ascertained by systematically withdrawing intervention facets, ideally until the intervention is natural and ecologically sustainable (e.g., Anita & Kreimeyer, 1988; Dooley, Wilczenski, & Torem, 2001; Rusch, Connis, & Sower, 1979; Rusch & Kazdin, 1981; Sainato, Strain, Lefebvre, & Rapp, 1990). A family of designs have been described in this way (Kazdin, 1982). A sequential withdrawal design involves “gradually withdrawing different components of a treatment package to see if behavior is maintained” (Kazdin, 1982, p. 213). A partial withdrawal design to study response maintenance is linked to a multiple-baseline design (across behaviors, persons, or situations): “The intervention is first withdrawn from only one of the behaviors (or baselines) . . . . If withdrawing the intervention does not lead to a loss of the behavior, then the intervention can be withdrawn from other behaviors (or baselines) as well” (Kazdin, 1982, p. 215).

Systematic, or partial, withdrawal allows for the opportunity to examine the maintenance of intervention effects. If an element of a treatment package is withdrawn and treatment effects are maintained, this component may have affected treatment initially but is no longer necessary. If treatment effects are not maintained, this element remains necessary for maintaining behavioral effects. The withdrawal of treatment elements in a stepwise manner is used to identify those elements that are no longer necessary.

As an example, Sainato et al. (1990) developed a treatment package to help integrate preschoole...
Designs Applied to Special Education Eligibility Decisions

Figure 1 displays a hypothetical increasing-intensity design for Abby, a second-grade student. After parent consultation, review of statewide proficiency and other test scores and full academic records (including prior interventions), and a school-wide screening of important early literacy skills, all representing multifaceted information, the multidisciplinary team narrowed the primary area of concern to basic reading skills and proceeded with intervention trials to clarify the level of supports necessary to sustain adequate progress.

In an initial assessment, Abby read 25 correct words per minute (CWPM), which was approximately 53% below the average rate of five randomly selected second-grade peers. After a stable baseline (A), the first intervention phase (B) was introduced, linking incentives to language workbook completion and performance on daily running records administered by her teacher. The second intervention phase (C) involved modeling of oral reading and increased practice through peer tutoring. Four days of week, Abby and a peer took turns reading aloud to one another for 25 minutes. At the end of this phase, a second peer administration revealed that Abby's slope of improvement (1 word per week) was below that of her peers (2 words per week). The third intervention phase (D) increased successful engagement aimed at acquisition of new words and drill and practice for fluency. Four days per week, a reading specialist provided 25 minutes of phrase and word drills to Abby in a small-group context. First, miscues from initial readings were repeatedly presented in context. Second, isolated words that featured unmastered letter patterns generated by the classroom teacher were repeatedly presented. In response to phrase and word drills, Abby's slope of improvement (2.67 words per week) exceeded that of her peers at this point (2.33 words per week). When the previous intervention was reinstated, Abby's performance stabilized and that of her peers continued to increase.

Taking into consideration these results as well as prior evidence of the chronicity and severity of her reading problems, the team decided that Abby met criteria for special ser-
vices (SLD) because grade-level learning rates were approximated only in response to a uniquely designed and specialized intervention. Changes in intensity are reflected by increases in intervention management requirements (teacher’s record-keeping, team meetings, oral-reading probes, contingency management), embedded activities (peer tutoring that also required developing materials), and added expertise of change agents (from a peer model to a reading specialist, remedial materials).

Figure 2 shows a hypothetical decreasing-intensity accountability design and part of the data for an intervention-based evaluation for Tim, a first-grade student referred for high rates of dangerously disruptive behavior (i.e., climbing and jumping off furniture), aggressive behavior, and other developmental concerns. The problem-solving team (including parents) decided that an appropriate assessment for disability evaluation and intervention planning could be based on his extensive medical and educational histories; curriculum-based assessments; observations by teachers (general and special education) and the school psychologist; review of prior, less formal attempts by teachers to improve behaviors; and recent brief intervention trials. Measures shown included child disruptive behaviors and teacher contacts (e.g., necessary monitoring and proximity to child, directions or prompts).

Following baseline observations (A), including a descriptive functional analysis and the hypotheses that disruptions were related to lack of behavioral repertoires for the classroom routines (skill hypothesis) and that teacher attention was maintaining inappropriate behavior, a multicomponent intervention (BCD) was implemented to help with classroom behaviors. The interventions used were an activity schedule (B), classroom tokens and reinforcement (C), and daily home–school notes showing performance in each activity along with at-home positive practice of selected school routines (D). The activity schedule involved clarifying activities and management routines for all of the children. After disruptive behavior reached low levels, Phase D was eliminated. The behavior was maintained at near-goal levels, and Phase C was withdrawn. After an increase in disruptive behaviors, Phase C was reintroduced, resulting in the BC phase and a reduction of disruptive behaviors to low levels. Professionals and parents considered all existing information available, as well as the observations, interventions, and outcomes, to determine whether the interventions were of sufficient intensity and quality (supported with technical adequacy information) for the child to be eligible for special services as a “child with a disability.”

FIGURE 2. A decreasing-intensity design: the percentage of observed target responses across baseline (A) and Phases B (activity schedule), C (classroom tokens and reinforcement), and D (daily home–school notes showing performance in each activity and at-home positive practice of selected school routines) for Tim.
Table 2 summarizes ways that graphic analysis can be used as an index of intervention intensity for the above cases. First, intervention effectiveness may be evaluated in terms of ongoing student performance in relation to intervention components. Second, intervention intensity may be evaluated in terms of the quality and quantity of intervention components, measured directly (see Figure 2) or indirectly through treatment checklists. Third, intervention teams may use the "intercept" of effectiveness and intensity for further planning or to determine the need for special services. Technical checks (e.g., intervention adherence and observer agreement on key measures) may be co-plotted on figures to aid team members' decisions (Ehrhardt et al., 1996).

Challenges and Questions

There are challenges to using intervention data sets for teams considering eligibility decisions. Beyond those discussed earlier, significant variables may be difficult to identify or change because different school contexts and levels of skill and tolerance displayed by change agents may influence plans (Gerber, 1988). Another question is how much an intervention-based model "costs" (i.e., how much professional time it takes to implement). However, several studies show that cost may be highly variable and related to team fluency in problem solving and not necessarily child characteristics, yet still similar overall in time to "testing" children (e.g., Barnett, Air, et al., 1999). Other questions, addressed next, may relate to design requirements, risks in behavioral programming, and criteria for a technically adequate data set for special services eligibility decisions.

### Design Control and Experimental Validity Questions

In single-case research, the researcher determines the design and makes changes based on ongoing data analysis. Compliance with the intent of IDEA and the consultation foundation results in different questions of design control. Team decision-making and negotiation determines what is measured, what is changed, and what design components are used to address questions about special services. In practice, designs may be used for decision purposes that weaken internal validity arguments. For example, when two or more interventions are introduced, the intervention sequences, combinations, or scheduling (i.e., time between interventions) may make it difficult to determine which effects are attributable to specific interventions (termed multiple treatment interference). Level and trend changes may be immediate and significant following the introduction of the intervention, contributing to internal validity evidence. Also, several tactics may be used by teams to strengthen internal validity arguments. These include using interventions with established empirical evidence and applying control conditions (e.g., baseline in untreated conditions, brief withdrawals followed by reintroduction of intervention). Plan evaluation, to some degree, can take precedence over internal validity for specific components. Evidence may be marshaled for the effectiveness of a plan, and this is an adequate criterion for many educational decisions.

### Potentials and Risks

First, design efficacy depends on reasonable selections of (a) a response class and sensitive measures related to school suc-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analyses</th>
<th>Figure 1: Increasing design</th>
<th>Figure 2: Decreasing design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention effectiveness</td>
<td>The data display oral-reading fluency rates consistent with grade-level expectations only in the context of Phase D.</td>
<td>The data show that classroom behavior improved during Phase BCD, maintained by Phase BC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention intensity</td>
<td>Phase D is characterized by 100 min of treatment per week, delivered outside of routine instruction by a trained adult specialist (modifications of classroom activities).</td>
<td>Class-wide activity schedules were incorporated into teacher routines. Classroom tokens and reinforcement delivered required brief teacher contacts with student during 48% of intervals for academic activities (child monitoring).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional discrepancy analyses</td>
<td>Figure shows there was significant performance discrepancy between target child and peer norms when Phase D was not in place. Intervention intensity is consistent with uniquely designed and specialized instruction.</td>
<td>Graph shows significant discrepancy in the two measured variables. Other interventions need to be planned (e.g., academics, self-regulation) to further reduce teacher monitoring. Data showed that a significant amount of teacher time was spent implementing interventions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and team judgment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cess and (b) an initial intervention that has empirical support for effectiveness, with careful analysis conducted of presenting problems—poor selection of significant variables for change, weak initial interventions, or low intervention adherence can lead to false conclusions about necessary intervention intensity. A positive response is a characteristic of an intervention context, and intervention strength always relates to idiosyncratic variables. For example, a reading intervention (e.g., repeated reading) may cause significant gains in reading fluency with one student and little improvement with a second student, even when problem analyses are similar. Second, unnecessarily intensive multicomponent strategies can be costly and restrictive for the student, and relatively simple interventions (e.g., contingency management) may be successful even when behavior or academic performance is highly problematic. Third, the use of functional analysis and graphic analysis of data holds potential for interpretive errors (e.g., Gresham et al., 2001).

Measurement targets for many intervention decisions include reference to analysis of academic environments (Lentz & Shapiro, 1986; Martens & Kelly, 1993; Shapiro, 1996). Depending on the presenting problems, the first intervention phase (commonly referred to as first phase, tier, or level; e.g., Fuchs & Fuchs, 1998; O'Shaughnessy et al., 2003) in a design of increasing or decreasing intensity may be conducted class-wide to ensure that the class is overall effectively instructed and managed, with the next phase focused on residual concerns not affected by the class-wide intervention. Class-wide interventions pertain to interventions that target instruction, activities, routines, or times of the day rather than the behavior of an individual child (e.g., Paine, Radicchi, Rosellini, Deutchman, & Darch, 1983). The idea is that improving classrooms caused learning to increase and overall disruptive behaviors to decrease. Examples include designing an effective physical layout for the classroom, improving instructional and managerial methods and routines, clarifying and teaching guides or rules and expectations, and limiting ineffective requests or prompts (e.g., Fowler, 1986; Fuchs & Fuchs, 1998; Paine et al., 1983; VanDerHeyden, Witt, & Gatti, 2001). If class-wide interventions are successful and sustainable, there is no need for more structured individual special services, and the amount of intervention effort calculated for an individual child would be zero—with a potential of high payoff for many.

Following class-wide intervention, small-group or embedded interventions (a second phase, tier, or level) can be used to address children’s additional needs (Daugherty, Grisham-Brown, & Hemmeter, 2001; Wolery, 1994). Embedded discrete trial interventions provide supports and adaptations for small groups or individual children integrated into classroom routines and activities and may include increasing opportunities to practice academic, language, or social skills; modification of entry and transition routines; or peer tutoring. Finally, as a third phase or tier, based on insufficient response to class-wide or small-group/embedded interventions, interventions become more specialized and individualized. As learning or performance objectives are met, design intensities are decreased through the service-delivery phases or tiers.

We acknowledge that our suggestions depend on good problem-solving and accurate data-based hypotheses guiding the selection of initial interventions or effective broadband interventions. The successful application of increasing- or decreasing-intensity designs depends on the existence of many preconditions and steps outlined in the federal laws and initiatives reviewed earlier and technical adequacy concepts applied to problem-solving.

Technical Adequacy

The crux of many discussions of reform has been to shift the focus of disability analysis in special education evaluation from psychometric criteria to behaviors in natural settings as a basis for intervention planning and service-delivery allocation. Different technical adequacy concepts apply. One requirement is the ongoing measurement of a problem or instructional situation to distinguish between those that respond positively to intervention efforts and those that cannot be logistically supported without special services. An intervention-based data set for eligibility for special services would include patterns of discrepancies over time, demonstrating necessary interventions (including supports and services) required to address the discrepancies and thus aid the judgment of teams. The contextual measurements and designs simultaneously demonstrate performance discrepancies, children’s response to interventions, need for more or less intense services, and qualities of needed services. The following methods of demonstrating technical adequacy have been reviewed by Macmann et al. (1996; decision reliability and validity): (a) demonstrating reasonableness of target variable selection and measurement tactics leading to the accurate and reliable description of a functional discrepancy, (b) showing defensible intervention selection (i.e., empirically demonstrated in a sound sequence), (c) documenting intervention adherence, and (d) measuring intervention outcome. Technical adequacy in response to intervention designs has evolved to include (e) applying decision rules for within and between tier or level intervention changes (i.e., applying level and trend analyses) and (f) judging intervention intensity.

The legal requirement is met by using data organized by a design to help establish present levels of performance, proactive or prevention conditions suggested by IDEA (e.g., Drasgow & Yell, 2001; Fuchs & Fuchs, 1998; Tilly et al., 1999), and the educational needs (required components of IEPs) to support service delivery in the least restrictive environment, to enable children to meaningfully participate in typical classroom activities. In fact, the idea of increasing-intensity assessment defines and clarifies the least restrictive environment prior to the need for classification. Given adequate technical adequacy, increasing- and decreasing-intensity designs can be used as decision aids, to determine the least intrusive and most efficient and effective strategies.
Teams may need to consider (a) local, class, or micro-norms used for goal-setting and progress-monitoring for typical children (Bell & Barnett, 1999; Fuchs & Fuchs, 1998) and (b) a data path for children referred because of problematic behavior or performance. The amount of intervention and performance or behavioral gain (level and trend) in comparison to typical peers may form part of the basis for the analysis of intensity. Although the idea of local norm use may raise some questions, there are empirical, practical, and legal foundations for using local norms to address resource questions. First, there is evidence that students who are identified as having learning disabilities are the lowest achieving students, according to local norms (Shinn, Good, & Parker, 1999). Second, repeated assessment of local norms provides estimates of expected growth rates or trends. Thus, decisions regarding a referred child’s progress can be based on converging or diverging trends, rather than absolute discrepancies at one point in time (Tilly et al., 1999). Third, the U.S. Supreme Court has used local community standards when defining the least restrictive environment clause of IDEA (Board of Education v. Rowley. 1982). Finally, the use of local norms does not rule out comparisons with norms from other data sources, which may be important.

Questions also may be raised about multifaceted evaluation requirements in light of typically narrower targets associated with single-case designs. A “single target behavior” is not necessarily problematic in our view because a multifaceted evaluation, as defined by IDEA, includes all prior information (e.g., any standardized test scores, disciplinary referrals, developmental and educational histories) and clarifies needed information. Thus, IDEA requirements pertain to participation in general education and the idea of incremental decision-making. Although children’s concerns may be multifaceted, teams often target one or a few response classes directly related to general educational programming in order to clarify the intervention targets and services that a team deems necessary for the child to participate in general education.

Conclusions

One of the most compelling current ideas in special education is that providing accurate empirical appraisals of children’s responses to significant intervention qualities within typical settings will help address resource questions directly related to disability evaluation. We argue that through an empirical, step-by-step process, the least restrictive environment can be judged in a valid manner. Using instructional and intervention trials as data organizers within increasing- and decreasing-intensity designs may allow for the analysis of appropriate intervention intensity and help map out the actual decisions made by school-based intervention teams.

There are no formulas that are both simple and technically defensible for identifying educational disabilities, especially when service-delivery questions are raised, and there is nothing easy about the process we suggest. Decisions need to be made in the context and setting of a child’s school by persons who are knowledgeable about children, resources, and issues of how to analyze the amount of effort and intensity required to accelerate the child’s academic performance or sustain appropriate behavior. It is the responsibility of a team of professionals and parents to justify the decision based on an acceptable evaluation plan and supporting data. Single-case designs and direct assessment data can supply the basic database for these decisions, with the foundation being positive change in response to the least and most natural intervention. Each successive intervention plan is hierarchically linked to resources and intervention elaboration or reduction, withdrawal, or fading, through the process of problem-solving, collecting data, measuring children’s responses to interventions, and graphing results. The intervention-based data set guides decisions about special services. Our goal has been to outline how scientifically based methods and evaluation designs could be integrated in response to intervention models, to stimulate and guide practice and future research on the technical qualities of different operational definitions of response to intervention.
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